9. Standards - Devanagari
9.1 Indian Script Code for Information
Interchange – IS13194:1991
(ISCII:1991)
Indian scripts have common phonetic structure.
Department of Electronics and the Department
of Official Language worked rigorously to evolve
a Standard encoding scheme and keyboards, which
could cater to needs of all the Indian scripts. The
8-bit ISCII Code, evolved by then Department
of Electronics, (BIS standards IS 13194:1991)
conforms to requirements of all Indian scripts and
at the same time retains the standard ASCII code.
The ISCII code table is a super-set of
all the characters required in the ten Brahmi-based
Indian scripts. An optimal keyboard overlay
for these scripts is made possible by the phonetic
nature of the alphabet.
There are manifold advantages in having a
common code and keyboard for all the Indian
scripts. Any software, which allows ISCII codes
to be used, can be used in any Indian script,
enhancing its commercial viability. Furthermore,
immediate transliteration between different
Indian scripts becomes possible, just by changing
the display modes. Indian script keyboard overlay
is designed in such a way so that the standard
English can co-exist with Indian scripts.
This approach also makes it feasible to use Indian
scripts along with existing English computers and
software, so long as 8-bit character codes are
allowed.
In an 8-bit environment, the lower 128
characters are the same as defined IS 10315:1982,
“7-bit coded character set for information
interchange” also known as ASCII character
set. The top 128 characters cater to all the ten
Indian scripts based on the ancient Brahmi script.
In a 7-bit environment the control code SI can
be used for invocation of ISCII code set, the
control code SO can be used for reselection of
the ASCII code set.
The common INSCRIPT keyboard overlay allows
typing of all the ten Indian scripts. This overlays
fits on any existing English keyboard. Alternating
between the English and Inscript overlay is
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achieved through the CAPSLOCK key. The
INSCRIPT keyboard provides a logical and
intuitive arrangement of vowels and
consonants. It is based both on the phonetic
properties and the relative usage frequencies of the
letters. Not only does this make the keyboard
much easier to learn, but also enables a person to
type subsequently in all the Indian scripts.
As the display rendering depends entirely on
the composition methodology, it is possible to
view the same text in different styles prevalent in
the script. It is possible to transliterate the text to
Roman script, using additional signs on the letters
(diacritic marks), for removing ambiguities. It is
even possible to have the initial letters capitalized
in the Roman text.
The ISCII code table for Devanagari is presented
here for reference. In this table the code positions
from A1 to FA are used for representation of
Devanagari vowels, consonants, vowel-signs
(matras), numerals and diacritical marks Nukta.
Also three more control characters are provided
in the code block namely INV (Invisible), ATR
(Attribute) and EXT (Extension). The INV is
provided to depict the independent vowel sign
i.e. to display the vowel sign on a invisible base
but without any base consonant. The ATR code
followed by a displayable character, defines a font
attribute applicable for the following characters.
The EXT code followed by an ISCII character,
defines a new character which can combine with
the previous ISCII character.
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